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Enhanced sensitivity to current modulation near
dynamic instability in semiconductor lasers
with optical feedback and optical injection
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We study numerically the response of a semiconductor laser to a small current modulation added to the dc-bias
current. The laser is subjected to either optical feedback from an external reflector or optical injection from
another laser. We characterize the nonlinear amplification near the Hopf bifurcation leading to the onset of
undamped relaxation oscillations. © 2004 Optical Society of America
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1. INTRODUCTION
The influence of current modulation on the dynamics of
semiconductor lasers with optical feedback or optical in-
jection is of interest for many applications. For example,
high-frequency modulation of the injection current is of-
ten employed to reduce the relative intensity noise in-
duced by optical feedback or optical injection. It is well
known that under current modulation, optical feedback,
or optical injection, semiconductor lasers exhibit a rich
variety of nonlinear behavior.1 Both intrinsic interest in
nonlinear dynamics and practical applications have
spurred a wide range of studies of current-modulated
external-cavity lasers2–7 and of current-modulated opti-
cally injected lasers.8–12

Sacher et al.2 studied experimentally the dynamics of a
current-modulated external-cavity laser diode. The laser
operated in a regime such that its dynamics was charac-
terized by two frequencies: current modulation fre-
quency fmod and external cavity frequency fext ( fext
5 c/2L, where c is the velocity of light and L is the length
of the external cavity). Frequency locking was shown to
occur at the rational ratio of fmod /fext 5 p/q, with p, q as
integers. It was also shown that the locking behavior
has many features in common with the predictions of the
one-dimensional standard circle map, thus demonstrating
that the current-modulated external-cavity laser belongs
to the universal class of systems that exhibit a quasi-
periodic route to chaos.
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The possibility of controlling the chaotic dynamics of an
external-cavity laser diode through a sinusoidal modula-
tion of the injection current was demonstrated numeri-
cally and analytically by Liu et al.3 They obtained opti-
mal periodic outputs by calculating the modulation
frequency from the mode analysis of the dynamic model.
The numerical results predict that chaos can be success-
fully stabilized to various limit cycles with very small cur-
rent modulation amplitudes.

Several recent studies have focused on the control of
low-frequency fluctuations (LFFs) of external-cavity semi-
conductor lasers with injection current modulation. In
the LFF regime the laser intensity suddenly drops toward
zero and then recovers gradually, only to drop again after
a certain random delay. Takiguchi et al.4 observed ex-
perimentally that, when the frequency of current modula-
tion fmod was close to external cavity frequency fext , the
laser output was synchronized with the current modula-
tion and no dropouts occurred. When fmod was detuned
from fext , the current modulation was not effective to con-
trol LFFs and random power dropouts were observed.

Mendez et al.5 studied experimentally the case in
which an external-cavity laser without current modula-
tion operates in the excitable regime, exhibiting intensity
dropouts only for perturbations larger than a certain
threshold. By applying a weak sinusoidal modulation to
the injection current, they obtained stable patterns, in
which the intensity is periodic with the period of the forc-
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ing and presents q dropouts for each p period of the forc-
ing signal. The results were interpreted in terms of so-
lutions of the model of Eguia et al.13

Buldú et al.6 showed that the power dropouts exhibited
by a laser in the LFF regime can be entrained by the joint
action of weak periodic current modulation and external
noise. The power dropouts, which in the absence of cur-
rent modulations occur randomly, acquire the periodicity
of the current modulation for an optimal amount of exter-
nal noise, thus demonstrating stochastic resonance. The
observed behavior was explained by use of a Lang–
Kobayashi model with external colored noise in the modu-
lated injection current.

The dynamics of optically injected semiconductor lasers
under current modulation has also been studied exten-
sively. A recent report was made of the experimental ob-
servation of bistability when a laser is subjected to a weak
current modulation and a high optical injection rate.11

In these experiments, cw optical injection induces a sub-
critical Hopf bifurcation in the optical output. This
means that two distinct amplitudes of the oscillations are
available for certain values of the control parameters.
Nizette et al.10–12 analyzed analytically and numerically
the laser response, taking as control parameters the opti-
cal injection rate and optical detuning. As a function of
the injection rate several branches of periodic and quasi-
periodic intensity oscillations were found but no signature
of bistability.10 However, analysis of the laser equations
with optical detuning as the control parameter lead to
cases of bistability.11 When modulation of the current is
nearly resonant with the intrinsic relaxation oscillation
frequency of the laser, under strong enough optical injec-
tion, a double locking occurs: the intensity oscillations
are locked to the injection current modulation and the op-
tical frequency is locked to the frequency of the injected
field.8,9

Here we study numerically the enhancement of the la-
ser response for particular values of current modulation
frequency. We consider both a laser with optical feed-
back and a laser with optical injection. In a previous
analysis we studied the response of an external-cavity
vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser to a small modula-
tion added to the dc-bias current.7 The simulations were
based on a multimode model that included carrier diffu-
sion and spatial profiles for transverse modes. It was
found that the effect of the injection current modulation
depends strongly on the modulation frequency: if fmod is
close to the frequency of the relaxation oscillations of free-
running laser fRO , a small amplitude modulation induces
a large amplitude spiking behavior. We studied this re-
sponse by plotting the maximum, minimum, and average
values of the intensity oscillations as a function of the pe-
riod of the modulation. For small modulation amplitude
and a weak feedback level we found the symmetric,
Lorenzian-shaped resonance peak that is characteristic of
a nonlinear oscillator under external periodic forcing.
For a larger modulation amplitude or feedback level we
found that the peak was distorted in a complex and unex-
pected way.

Here we have performed numerical calculations within
the framework of a single-mode rate-equation model with
the aim of clarifying the origin of the enhanced sensitivity
of the laser to the external periodic perturbation of the in-
jection current. We show that enhancement and distor-
tion of the response are related to the occurrence of a
Hopf bifurcation in which the relaxation oscillations are
no longer damped and the laser exhibits limited-cycle in-
tensity oscillations. In the case of an external-cavity la-
ser, the Hopf bifurcation occurs when the feedback level
increases. In the case of an optically injected laser, the
Hopf bifurcation occurs for a fixed injection strength
when the frequency of the injected field is detuned away
from the region of stable injection locking.

In Section 2 we present the model used to simulate the
dynamics of current-modulated diode lasers with optical
feedback and optical injection. In Section 3 we present
the results of numerical simulations for external-cavity
lasers. In Section 4 we present the results of the numeri-
cal simulations for optically injected lasers, and in Section
V we present a summary and the conclusions.

2. MODEL
The rate equations for a single-mode semiconductor laser
with optical feedback, optical injection, current modula-
tion, and white noise are2,14

Ė 5 k~1 1 ia!~N 2 1 !E~t ! 1 gE~t 2 t!exp~2ivt!

1 iDwE~t ! 1 E inj 1 ADj~t !, (1)

Ṅ 5 $ j@1 1 d sin~2pt/Tmod!# 2 N 2 NuEu2%/tn .
(2)

Here, E is the slowly varying optical field envelope; N is
the normalized carrier density; k is the cavity loss; a is
the linewidth enhancement factor; v is the optical fre-
quency of the solitary laser; g is the feedback level; t is
the delay time; E inj 5 k injAP inj is the amplitude of the in-
jected field; k inj 5 t l

21Ah inj(1/r2 2 r2) is the injection pa-
rameter (where r2 is the laser output mirror reflectivity,
t l is the laser cavity round-trip time, and h inj is the cou-
pling efficiency of the injected light to the circulating field
in the laser cavity); P inj is the injected power (in units of
photon number); Dw is the detuning between the free-
running oscillation frequency and the frequency of the in-
jected signal; j(t) is a complex Gaussian white noise; D is
the noise intensity, j is the normalized injection current; d
is the modulation amplitude; Tmod is the modulation pe-
riod; and tn is the carrier lifetime. The model includes a
single reflection in the external cavity and therefore is
valid only for weak feedback levels. In the numerical
simulations the laser internal parameters are k
5 300 ns21, a 5 3, tn 5 1 ns, D 5 1 3 1025 ns21, and
j 5 2.

3. RESULTS FOR EXTERNAL-CAVITY
LASERS
First we study the case in which the current-modulated
laser is subjected only to optical feedback (E inj 5 0).
Modulation amplitude d, modulation period Tmod , and
feedback level g are the free parameters of our study. We
consider a fixed delay time of t 5 0.7 ns, which corre-
sponds to an external cavity of approximately 10 cm, and
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feedback levels weak enough so that, in the whole range
of parameters considered, the laser operates in a single
external cavity mode, which is the solitary laser mode,
slightly perturbed by the external cavity.

To characterize the laser response to current modula-
tion, in Fig. 1 we show the maximum, the average, and
the minimum of the intensity oscillations (Imax , Imean ,
and Imin , respectively) as a function of modulation period.
To distinguish clearly the regions in which the dynamics
is entrained to the modulation from those in which no en-
trainment occurs, we plot the maxima and minima for
each oscillation period. When the dynamics is not locked
to the modulation there are several (local) maxima and
minima. In contrast, when the dynamics is entrained to
the modulation, there is a single (global) maximum and
minimum (however, spontaneous emission noise leads to

Fig. 1. External-cavity laser under current modulation. Effect
of the optical feedback strength. We plot the maximum, mini-
mum, and average values of the intensity oscillations versus the
modulation period for weak modulation (d 5 0.01): (a) without
feedback and (b)–(d) with feedback. The feedback strength is
(b) 0.8 ns21, (c) 0.88 ns21, (d) 0.96 ns21.

Fig. 2. External-cavity laser under current modulation. Effect
of the modulation period. We plot the local maxima and
minima, and the average value of the intensity oscillations ver-
sus the optical feedback strength: (a) without injection current
modulation and (b)–(f) with weak injection current modulation.
The modulation amplitude is d 5 0.01 and the period of Tmod is
(b) 0.25 ns, (c) 0.26 ns, (d) 0.265 ns, (e) 0.27 ns, (f) 0.28 ns.
a spread in the values of the global extremes, in particu-
lar close to the Hopf bifurcation).

Different feedback levels are considered. In Fig. 1(a)
there is no feedback, and the resonance peak characteris-
tic of a forced nonlinear oscillator can be seen. The peak
occurs for Tmod 5 TRO , where TRO is the period of the re-
laxation oscillations of the free-running laser. A single
maximum and a single minimum are observed for all val-
ues of Tmod , indicating entrainment of the laser oscilla-
tions to the current modulation, as is well known for free-
running lasers. As the feedback level increases, the peak
is enhanced [Fig. 1(b)]. A further increase of the feed-
back level induces a strongly nonlinear distortion of the
peak [Figs. 1(c) and 1(d)]. It can also be observed that

Fig. 3. External-cavity laser under current modulation as a
function of the modulation period and the optical feedback
strength: (a) Imax 2 Imean and (b) Imean 2 Imin . The values are
represented by gray tones: a dark tone represents a small
value, and a light tone represents a large value.

Fig. 4. Effect of the modulation amplitude. We plot the maxi-
mum, minimum, and average values of the intensity oscillations
versus the modulation period. The modulation amplitude is d
equal to (a) 0.01, (b) 0.05, (c) 0.1, (d) 0.2.
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the dynamics is entrained to the current modulation only
in a small region of Tmod (where the peak occurs). Out-
side this region the dynamics is quasi-periodic.

A different characterization of the interplay between
weak optical feedback and small current modulation can
be made by plotting Imax , Imean , and Imin as a function of
the feedback level for fixed d and Tmod . Figure 2(a) dis-
plays Imax , Imean , and Imin versus g in the absence of cur-
rent modulation (d 5 0). A Hopf bifurcation occurs at
g ; 0.75 ns21. Figures 2(b)–2(f) display Imax , Imean , and
Imin versus g for d 5 0.01 and different values of Tmod .
While bifurcation diagrams with a sharp bifurcation are
found for Tmod , TRO and Tmod . TRO [Figs. 2(b) and
2(f)], smooth transitions reminiscent of bifurcations in the
presence of noise are observed for Tmod ; TRO [Figs. 2(c)–
2(e)]. It can be observed that the dynamics is entrained
to the current modulation in Figs. 2(b), 2(c), 2(e), and 2(f)
only for feedback levels below the Hopf bifurcation; above
the Hopf bifurcation the dynamics is quasi-periodic. The
exception is for modulation period Tmod 5 0.265 ns [Fig.
2(d)], where a smooth transition occurs and the dynamics
is entrained to the current modulation in all the region of
feedback levels studied (g , 2 ns21).

The amplitude of the intensity oscillations in param-
eter space (Tmod , g) is displayed in Fig. 3. The horizon-
tal axis is the modulation period, the vertical axis is the
feedback level, and gray tones represent the value of
Imax 2 Imean [Fig. 3(a)] and Imean 2 Imin [Fig. 3(b)]: a
dark tone represents a small value, whereas a light tone
represents a large value (here, only the global maximum
and minimum values are represented). It can be ob-
served that as the feedback level increases the height of
the peak increases (it becomes lighter) and the peak
moves slightly to the right, because the relaxation oscilla-
tion period increases slightly with g. The breaking of the
resonance peak symmetry for feedback levels above the
Hopf bifurcation point is clearly visible.

Next we study the effect of modulation amplitude d.
To distinguish from optical feedback-induced effects, we
consider the free-running laser (g 5 0). In Fig. 4 we
plot Imax , Imean , and Imin versus Tmod for selected values
of d. For weak modulation we see a symmetric resonance
peak [Fig. 4(a)], but as the modulation amplitude in-
creases we observe a distortion of the peak that gradually
becomes asymmetric [Figs. 4(b) and 4(c)]. For large
enough d (d . 0.14) the distortion of the peak leads to bi-
stability [Fig. 4(d)]. Similar results have previously been
found in the literature for a ring laser under periodic loss
modulation15,16 and for a solitary laser diode under peri-
odic modulation of the pump or loss.17

4. RESULTS FOR OPTICALLY INJECTED
LASERS
Next we consider the case in which the current-
modulated laser is subjected only to optical injection (g
5 0). We consider an injection strength of E inj
5 5 ns21. Taking into account that for vertical-cavity
lasers typical values are r2 5 0.99, t l 5 0.045 ps, h inj
; 1, and the injection parameter is k inj 5 110 ns21,18

thus the rate of injected power P inj 5 (E inj /k)2 to solitary
laser power Psol 5 j 2 1 is P inj /Psol ; 2 3 1023.
Figure 5 displays the average and the local extrema
(maxima and minima) of the intensity oscillations and the
global average intensity as a function of the modulation
period. Figures 5(b)–5(d) show results for the optically
injected laser and, for comparison, Fig. 5(a) shows results
for the solitary laser [same as Fig. 1(a)]. Frequency de-
tuning Dv is varied near the Hopf bifurcation that is the
boundary of stable injection locking in the absence of cur-
rent modulation. Under weak current modulation, in
narrow regions of parameter space the laser might be
doubly locked: its optical frequency is locked to that of
the injected field, and its intensity oscillations are phase

Fig. 5. Optically injected laser under weak current modulation.
Effect of the frequency detuning. We plot the maximum, mini-
mum, and average values of the intensity oscillations versus the
modulation period. The modulation amplitude is d 5 0.01: (a)
without optical injection and (b)–(d) with weak optical injection.
The optical injection strength is E inj 5 5 ns21 and the detuning
between the free-running oscillation frequency and the frequency
of the injected field is (b) 210.8 GHz, (c) 210.6 GHz, (d) 210.2
GHz. The Hopf bifurcation occurs for Dv ; 210.9 GHz.

Fig. 6. Optically injected laser under weak current modulation.
Effect of the modulation period. We plot the maximum, mini-
mum, and average values of the intensity oscillations versus de-
tuning between the free-running oscillation frequency and the
frequency of the injected signal. The optical injection strength
E inj 5 5 ns21: (a) without current modulation (d 5 0) and (b)–
(f) with weak injection current modulation of amplitude d
5 0.01 and the period of Imod is (b) 0.24 ns, (c) 0.25 ns, (d) 0.255
ns, (e) 0.26 ns, (f) 0.27 ns.
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locked to the injection current modulation, as reported
previously by Nizette et al.11 In Fig. 5 results similar to
those shown in Fig. 1 can be observed. Here parameter
Dv plays the role of feedback level g. As Dv increases a
Hopf bifurcation occurs, which in the absence of current
modulation determines the boundary of static (locking)
and dynamic (nonlocking) behavior.

Plotting the local maxima, minima, and global average
(Imax , Imin and Imean , respectively) as a function of fre-
quency detuning for fixed Tmod (see Fig. 6) gives results
similar to those shown in Fig. 2. Although bifurcation
diagrams with a sharp bifurcation are found for Tmod
, TRO and Tmod . TRO , smooth transitions reminiscent
of bifurcations in the presence of noise are observed for
Tmod ; TRO .

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
To summarize, we have studied the dynamics of external-
cavity semiconductor lasers and optically injected semi-
conductor lasers when a small sinusoidal modulation is
added to the dc-bias current. We characterized the laser
dynamics by the extrema and average of the intensity os-
cillations. For optically injected lasers we found nonlin-
ear amplification for weak injection strengths and fre-
quency detunings close to the Hopf bifurcation that limits
the stable locking region. For external-cavity lasers we
found strong nonlinear amplification for weak feedback
levels and modulation amplitudes, close to the Hopf bifur-
cation instability that gives rise to sustained relaxation
oscillations. For larger modulation amplitudes there is a
distortion of the resonance peak that signs bistability.
This bistable behavior differs from the bistability in opti-
cally injected diode lasers reported in Refs. 8, 9, and 11,
which occurs for weak modulation amplitude and strong
optical injection.

In our simulations the external-cavity laser and the op-
tically injected laser have a similar response to an exter-
nal periodic forcing, because the parameters we consider
correspond to the weak feedback limit (the laser operates
in only one cavity mode) and to the weak injection limit.
Otherwise the two systems should respond quite differ-
ently. A study of the response of an external-cavity laser
operating near the second Hopf bifurcation where the la-
ser intensity exhibits quasi-periodic oscillations (of fre-
quencies fRO and fext for a larger feedback level) is the ob-
ject of future work. The enhanced sensitivity to current
modulation reported in this paper might be of interest for
practical applications to provide access to enhanced
modulation amplitude by simple frequency detuning.
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